The sequences a communication system selected affect the performance of the system, so the paper focuses on the study on 
Because of the frequent entry and exit of a great quantity of users in a communication system, the multi-path and multi-access interference [1, 2] becomes the main and difficult problems. It has been studied that the performance of a communication system decided by the properties of the sequences selected by the system to a great extent [3, 4] . One of the key technologies of a communication system is to find a sequence with good correlation property. Unfortunately it has been proved that ideal sequences do not exist in either binary or ordinary ternary sequences [5, 6] , as their properties are constrained by some famous theoretical limits, such as Welch and Levenshtein bound [7] . In order to find appropriate sequences, many attempts have been made by researchers. Such as the complementary pairs [8] [9] [10] and sets in which the sum of their auto-correlation functions is zero except for zero shift and the concept of mutually orthogonal complementary sequence sets [11] [12] [13] . Several researches have tried to get good spread-spectrum sequences basing on Chaotic sequence [14, 15] , but the methods are complicated and it is too sensitive to the original sequences. Some researches on the bridge function which was proposed by Zhang QS have been done in the past few years [16, 17] .
Though the properties about bridge function and Walsh have been researched and the concept of hybrid bridge function has been proposed by the former, but the further study on the properties of it has not been done, especially the comparison of hybrid bridge function, bridge function and Walsh. In this paper, the analyses about the auto-correlation and cross-correlation properties of hybrid bridge function, bridge function and Walsh are presented through the simulation and the concrete data. Finally, two comparison figures in a UWB communication system are given to confirm the study on the properties in the paper. sequence-shift copying after shifting is complement sequence set.
2.Preliminaries

3.The Research of the Property of Hybrid Bridge Functions
Basic Characteristics of Hybrid Bridge Function
The matrix of Z has the following characteristics: 1). The whole row vectors of Z are orthogonal, namely all the elements of are zero except the elements in the main diagonal line. 2). The amount of zero of the whole column vectors is . 3). The matrix Z is complement sequence sets. The proof of it is presented in Appendix A.
Analysis of the Properties
Supposing the bit of generating information of bridge function is q=4, and the bit of shifting information is k=2. Then the order of Walsh matrix is 2  = 16, and the number of sub matrix is 2  = 4 . If the similarity of Z and A is 2, then card(   ) = 2. Because both of the bridge functions matrix and Walsh matrix are row orthogonal, so the hybrid bridge function matrix is row orthogonal. Namely the matrix Z × Z  is diagonal matrix. As the similarity of Z and A is 2,the shifting information is 2 bits, so the number of zeros element of each column vector is 6, which just as it shows in the matrix Z. Through the simulation results in the Figure 1 (a) in the following, we can get that the bridge function sequence has zero correlation zone (ZCZ), which can improve the ability of suppressing the multi-path interference. While the length of ZCZ of hybrid bridge function sequence is almost zero, but the peak value of it is larger than bridge function sequence, which will enhance the general properties when it is applied to communication systems. Hybrid bridge function sequence's value of main peak is smaller than Walsh's, but larger than Bridge's, which can explain the performances in the following. The cross-correlation property of it is worse than bridge function sequence from the Figure 1(b) in the following. Though the conclusions are obtained by one kind hybrid bridge function sequence, it has been studied that other kinds' properties are similar. (b) Cross-correlation function of two sequences, q=4, k=2 The received signal of UWB system can be expressed by the following expression.
where () is white Gaussian noise whose mean value is zero,n()~(0,   ), N donates the number of users.   () () satisfies the following equation.
where E is the energy of the pulse.   is the spreading factor. L donates the number of path.   () is the Channel coefficient, and   donates the multi-path delay. g  () is the pseudorandom sequences generated by the locality. According to the references [18, 19] ，we can get the variance of multi-path interference can be expressed by equation (6) .
G donates the spreading gain. T donates the symbol period.   () is the auto-correlation function of spreading sequence.    () =   ( − ) (7) Similarity, the variance of multi-access interference can be derived, the expression is as following.
̂ donates the estimated value of the weight estimator, and ̂ is the multi-path delay estimated by the   channel. Supposing the receiver is Rake, then the energy of the receiving signal and the average energy of white Gaussian noise can be derived as the equation (11) and (12) .
So the signal to noise ratio can be expressed by the equation (13) .
According to the formula of the bit error rate of BPSK, we can get the following equation. 
So the bit error rate can be obtained as the equation (16). The value of ∅(t) can be find in the standard normal distribution list.
We can see that the bit error rate is related to both the auto-correlation function and cross-correlation function of the sequence from the equation (16) . Because of the auto-correlation property and the cross-correlation property of hybrid bridge function sequences presented above, there are still some uncertainty about the general effect of hybrid bridge function sequences and the ordinary sequences. So we use the hybrid bridge function sequence and the ordinary sequences, such as bridge function sequences and Walsh sequences, in the same UWB transmission channel. The type of the channel we use in the simulation is channel 1, and the length of the sequences is 16, namely q=4, and the bit of shifting information is k=2. The Walsh sequence is obtained from the Hadamard matrix whose order is 16. The bridge function sequence we use is selected from the matrix    ,   whose order is 16.
The results are showed in the Figure 2 (a) in the following. It can be seen from the figure that the hybrid bridge function sequence is better than Walsh sequence because it inherits some superior properties from the bridge function sequence, but is worse than the bridge function sequence. Because the bridge function sequence has zero correlation zones (ZCZ), which will improve the ability of suppressing the multi-path interference. Because the bit of the shifting information will affect the number of the zero elements in a sequence, so bit error rate will vary with the increase of the value of k. It is showed in Figure 2 (b) in the following. But the trend is not always the same, we can get it from the Figure 3 in the following. It is not difficult to explain the result. Hybrid bridge function is obtained by bridge function and Walsh. Since it can inherit some superior properties from them, it will be affected by some undesirable properties inevitably. Though the conclusions are obtained by concrete sequences, it has been studied that the other sequences' application effects are similar. 
4.Conclusions
In the paper, we focus on the analysis of the properties of hybrid bridge function sequence. Through the simulation results about its auto-correlation and cross-correlation properties and analysis about the data obtained by the simulation results, we can see that the performance of hybrid bridge function sequence is between the bridge function sequence's and Walsh sequence's. The general performance of bridge function sequence will enhance with the increase of the bit of shifting information because of the increase of the length of ZCZ. While the performance of hybrid bridge function sequence is not stable as the vary of the value of k, so we should select the sequence according to the actual requirement. All of the study above provides great basis for the application of the hybrid bridge function sequence in the communication system. 
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Proof of complementarity of hybrid bridge function matrix
,we can replace i B with i A , the matrix is show in the following:
[ ] 
（20）
If
Z is a column sequence whose length is m*n, then the auto-correlation functions of it is ( 1) 
Because    ≜  is hybrid matrix, therefore ( 
Combing 1) and 2), it can be drawn hybrid bridge function matrix is complementary sequence sets.
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